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As Additional Chief Secretary/Commissioner Revenue Administration & State Relief Commissioner, he strengthened
Preparedness, Rescue, Relief and Build Back Better Systems to promote Risk Reduction & to enhance Resilience to
Disaster Risks. Several new practices were introduced during his tenure which, were identified as Best Practices by
National Disaster Management Authority & recommended to other States for adoption. He prepared and secured
approval for TN State Disaster Management Perspective Plan 2018–2030, which adopts Systems Approach for
holistic treatment of river basins & protection of fragile ecosystems to reduce disaster risks and enhance resilience
to fulfill the major goals identified under Sendai framework. As State Relief Commissioner, he managed the worst
drought faced by Tamil Nadu during the years 2016 & 2017 and the severe water crisis during 2019 in Chennai and
a few other Districts. He also initiated several measures for Flood Mitigation such as Cut & cover Canals, riverine
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Advisor in CRU.
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Government, Sub-National Government, private and non-profit sectors in designing and implementation project and
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